Hart plans to withdraw after 25-day candidacy

By Carol Mann
Assistant News Writer

General Johnstown Democratic senators were to shock Thursday evening over the withdrawal of Democratic presidential hopeful Bill Hart from the 1989 presidential race.

Hart, who is expected to announce his withdrawal officially at an 11 a.m. press conference today, had been the candidate expected to succeed him in the November elections.

The senator had spent Friday night in Philadelphia with a woman he had no wish to identify.

"We are deeply concerned over this point," UPI Journalist Butterfield said today. "This is the day Democratic senators and statesmen expected to announce Hart's withdrawal when the candidate cancelled camp­aign plans in New Hampshire and returned to the U.S.

"IT IS KIND OF AMAZING to see the Hart campaign flounder like this," Butterfield added today. "I have a sinking feeling the withdrawal will be left wide open for all the other candidates who are expected to announce their candidacy in a snow-covered Park in 1989.

"It is a sad day for the candidates, but it is a result of Bill Hart's decision to withdraw from the race. We are shocked by Hart's withdrawal, looking for him to be doing, and we have no official comment.

"Our concern is that there is a big question mark about how Hart's withdrawal will affect the campaign's end shocks supporters for Hart, said .

"IT IS A Difficult day for us all," Butterfield said today. "We were all looking forward to the Hart campaign and the hope that he would bring a fresh perspective to the presidential race.

"We did not expect this to happen," Butterfield added. "This is a shock for all of us, and we are trying to come to terms with it. We will make a statement later today."
Metro Briefly

Kemp's son set for talk here Saturday
Jeff Kemp, son of Republican presidential candidate Jack Kemp, who is running for the vice-presidential slot, will be a guest Saturday, May 9 at the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity in Iowa City. Kemp will speak about his father at 8 p.m. in 360 Union.

Jack Kemp received his undergraduate degree from Pepperdine Business School in 1968. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the National Football Foundation and an advisor to the Carter Center. He also serves on a number of philanthropic boards. Kemp is the father of two children and lives in New York City.

Colleges Republicans state Du Pont talk
The UI College Republicans will be sponsoring a Friday afternoon speech by former Du Pont lobbyist John Donaldson to speak about his life in the foreign service in his foreign relations position. The former governor of Delaware will be at Duotone Hall tonight.

The reception, the first of a series of presidential candidates to be sponsored by UI College Republicans, will provide students with the opportunity to informally discuss issues that concern them with the candidate, John Fender, the College Republicans, and any questions should be directed to Fender at 384-1506.

Summer job search has hit this year
Two recent federal laws requiring employers to have verifiable identification may make colleges and high school students' summer job searches more difficult.

One law requires all job applicants to have a social security number in order to accept their job application for any purpose. Social security card applications can be obtained from any post offices, but cannot be purchased.

The second regulation, part of the Immigration and Naturalization Act, requires employers to check applicants' identification and verify their employability. The law went into effect on Jan. 1, giving the U.S. job market at uncertain low wages.
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FBI pursues Arlington Heights official

CHICAGO — The FBI issued an arrest warrant Thursday for Alderman Joe Donini, who is accused of changing his voter village to earn $60,000 in federal unemployment benefits.

A nationwide arrest issued over the FBI’s National Crime Information Service described Donini as “armed, dangerous and suicidal.”

The information was released Monday after being questioned by the FBI and police after the official might have taken a .22 caliber handgun with him when he left.

Donini is accused of using his height and weight to obtain unemployment benefits from the Arlington Heights Police Department fund to buy a $68,000 house in the 1980s and FBI spokesman Bob Long.

Police allegedly transferred the profits to his personal account.
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2 men indicted for plot to kill Ortega

TUPELO, Miss. (UPI) - Two self-described adherents of the National Liberation Front were indicted here Thursday on charges of plotting to murder a Guatemala military attachée during a brief appearance before U.S. Magistrate F. Steele Langford and was expected to be held in Okla­

The Justice Department said the men, identified as Reginald Reagan, 27, of Oklahoma City, and Robert Byrd of West Virginia, have been charged with perjury for withholding information from a grand jury that they were to have a role in the kidnapping and murder of a U.S. official.

The indictment charged Reagan to join in taking on a conspiracy to kill the National Liberation Front member and that the president's spokesman had a "little bit of a problem" in the drug trade.

The indictment said that on or about Dec. 10, 1980, Donald Howard killed himself and was charged with conspiracy to murder and attempting to kill a foreign official.

Howard's behavior is said to have led to a grand jury investigation.

The indictment said that in 1978, when the Democrats in Congress were in power, he had to get out from under the pressure of the House investigating the American Indian Movement's activities.

Howard said that he was not aware of the president's spokesman, and that he was not aware of the president's spokesman's financial 'problems.'
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Despite Secord testimony, Reagan denies involvement

WASHINGTON, D.C. - President Reagan repeatedly has been asked during the past month whether he knew about the diversion of funds to Contra rebels in Nicaragua and whether he approved of the operation.

On Wednesday, the former CIA officer, Oliver North told the Senate investigating committee that Deputy National Security Adviser Edwin Meese III had helped him and the Angleton family. Meese, who made a motion to have the hearing tabled, was quoted as saying that he had not known about the Contra case.

"There's nothing against the law in that," North said. "I'm very pleased that American people felt that I took it as a joke.

"I think humorous was not said to me in a way that it looked as if a joke," North said.

"The president was not aware of the diversion of funds. He didn't know about it," North indicated Reagan was aware of his activities.

"The condemnation was always in order," Reagan said with a big smile.

While House spokesman Ron Brown told reporters that the president knew of the Contra operation early in the administration, a White House spokesman, Fitzwater said he did not know about it. Fitzwater said that while Reagan had been aware of the operation, "Reagan did not know that there was a fund diversion.

"I didn't know that there was a fund diversion," Fitzwater said.

"As far as I know, the president did not know about any government arms sales," Fitzwater said.

When asked about the National Security Council, Fitzwater said, "I'm still waiting to hear from that." Fitzwater said he did not know about the Contra affairs.

"We've got the tools, and we've got the tools that will help other people get the tools they need," Field said.
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SUMMER SCHOOL IN CHICAGO

Where is it written that summer school has to rob you of your whole summer? Not in the Summer Class Schedule of Roosevelt University in Chicago. In fact, the summer has been separated into terms of varying lengths and starting dates. Classes are offered in more than 30 subject areas on days, evenings and weekends at both our campuses in Downtown Chicago and suburban Arlington Heights.

So if you'd like to be in the Chicago area this summer, take into Roosevelt University. Our many terms make it easy for you to earn additional credits toward your degree. For a free Summer Class Schedule call [312] 341-2000 or send in the coupon below.

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
WELLSPRING OF SUCCESS

40 East Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602

Please send me further information and a schedule of classes, (I will/can) ________

[ ] professional student

[ ] undergraduate student

[ ] enclosed is my check or money order for $________

[ ] enclosed is my credit card number: ___________
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Botha vows to clamp down on South African opposition

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (UPI) — President Pieter Botha, strengthened by an election win that extended his ruling party's monopoly on political power, Thursday he will clamp down on opposition outside the white-only elections.

"The country must know that I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics," Botha said in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned."

"The outside world must know that I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics," Botha said in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned."

"The country must know that I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics," Botha said in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned."

Botha added: "I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics." Botha said he is in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned."

"The country must know that I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics," Botha said in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned."

"The country must know that I am determined to take a very strong stance on extra-parliamentary politics," Botha said in his first comment on the results of Wednesday's parliamentary actions, "I have no intention of ignoring them, to bringing about change and there is a tendency to finance those organizations from sources not originally South African."

"I must warn against this. The outside world must see that they are being fanned.

Source: UPI
**Sports**

**Hawkeyes hope for decent conference finish**

BY ERIC J. KEESER

The ninth-seeded Iowa men's and women's tennis teams will face the top-seeded Michigan teams in the Big Ten championship matches this weekend.

The Hawkeyes will meet the Wolverines in the No. 1 singles match, and the Wolverines' team will meet the Hawkeyes in the No. 4 singles match. The No. 2 and No. 3 teams in the conference, according to the Hawkeyes, have a pretty good chance for a fifth-place finish. Between the No. 2 and No. 3 teams in the conference, according to the Hawkeyes, there's not a whole lot of difference on the books.

If Iowa wins in the first round, it will meet top-seeded Northwestern in the second round.

Iowa has been very consistent over the last several years, and it's no surprise to see them in the No. 2 position. The Hawkeyes are two wins behind the Michigan Wolverines, and they will meet the Wolverines in the second round.

The Hawkeyes are hoping to use their home court advantage to gain an advantage in the conference.

**Hawks seek home wins, league title**

BY DAVE WILLIAMS

Hawkeye Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeye baseball team has struggled throughout one of the loudest weeks of the season. Last week was a tough one for the Hawkeyes, who were swept by Northern Iowa and Iowa State, but the Hawkeyes will take on the Big Ten this week. The Hawkeyes will play against the Iowa Hawkeyes, who are the No. 1 team in the Big Ten.

Indeed, the Hawkeyes have been a tough team to beat. They have a winning record, but they have struggled at times. The Hawkeyes will need to improve their play to compete with the Big Ten this week.

**Baseball**

By DAVE WILLIAMS

Hawkeye Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeye baseball team has struggled throughout one of the loudest weeks of the season. Last week was a tough one for the Hawkeyes, who were swept by Northern Iowa and Iowa State, but the Hawkeyes will take on the Big Ten this week. The Hawkeyes will play against the Iowa Hawkeyes, who are the No. 1 team in the Big Ten.

Indeed, the Hawkeyes have been a tough team to beat. They have a winning record, but they have struggled at times. The Hawkeyes will need to improve their play to compete with the Big Ten this week.

**Women's Golf**

BY JACOB HINES

Hawkeye Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeye women's golf team has struggled throughout one of the loudest weeks of the season. Last week was a tough one for the Hawkeyes, who were swept by Northern Iowa and Iowa State, but the Hawkeyes will take on the Big Ten this week. The Hawkeyes will play against the Iowa Hawkeyes, who are the No. 1 team in the Big Ten.

Indeed, the Hawkeyes have been a tough team to beat. They have a winning record, but they have struggled at times. The Hawkeyes will need to improve their play to compete with the Big Ten this week.

**Iowa faces stiff challenge in Big Ten tournney**

BY JACOB HINES

Hawkeye Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeye women's golf team has struggled throughout one of the loudest weeks of the season. Last week was a tough one for the Hawkeyes, who were swept by Northern Iowa and Iowa State, but the Hawkeyes will take on the Big Ten this week. The Hawkeyes will play against the Iowa Hawkeyes, who are the No. 1 team in the Big Ten.

Indeed, the Hawkeyes have been a tough team to beat. They have a winning record, but they have struggled at times. The Hawkeyes will need to improve their play to compete with the Big Ten this week.
Sports

Hawks seek league tune-up

By Dan Milke
Staff Writer

The Iowa men's track team will get another tune-up for the upcoming Big Ten Championships Sunday, when four conference teams visit Iowa City.

Illinois, Minnesota, Northwestern and Purdue will get a chance to compete on the home track this weekend, the site of this spring's outdoor championships May 20.

While the meet looks like a semi-preview of the upcoming Big Ten meet, at least for the distance races, it will also reflect the likely outcome of the league championship

SEVERAL HAWK TEAMS ARE still nursing injuries, and two more football players whether to compete or not until Sunday, the meet will not necessarily reflect Iowa's chances in the league championships.

Monday Madness

A 1/2'' one-topping pizza for only $3.99.

Tuesday Special

Two 1/2'' one-topping pizzas for only $7.98.

Wednesday Special

Two 1/2'' one-topping pizzas for only $8.99.

Thursday Special

A whole-crust cheese pizza for only $9.99.

Friday and Saturday Special

A whole-crust cheese pizza for only $10.99.

Sunday Special

A whole-crust cheese pizza for only $11.99.

Stuffed Crust Special

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $12.99.

SUNDAY MADNESS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $13.99.

ALL YOU CAN EAT TORTELLINI

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $14.99.

WHATEVER FITS YOUR BILL

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $15.99.

SOFT DRINKS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $16.99.

GET PATHS OF WISDOM

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $17.99.

TRANSPORTATION AREA

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $18.99.

ALL YOU CAN EAT TACOS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $19.99.

BEVERAGE AREA

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $20.99.

CASH FOR BOOKS

FRL, MAY 8th 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

SAT, MAY 8th 8:30 am - 1:00 pm

MON, MAY 11th - FRI, MAY 15th 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

SUN, MAY 16th 8:30 am - 1:00 pm

University Book Store

Iowa Memorial Union - The University of Iowa

Cash For Books

SUNDAY MADNESS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $14.99.

ALL YOU CAN EAT TORTELLINI

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $15.99.

SOFT DRINKS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $16.99.

GET PATHS OF WISDOM

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $17.99.

TRANSPORTATION AREA

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $18.99.

ALL YOU CAN EAT TACOS

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $19.99.

BEVERAGE AREA

A whole-crust cheese pizza with stuffed crust for only $20.99.
Softball

Twin get back on the winning track

BY STANEL WRIGHT

Iowa's final regular-season game was a 7-5 win over Nebraska. The Hawkeyes improved to 37-16 overall and 7-13 in the Big Ten.

The Hawkeyes have won six of their last eight games, including a 10-3 victory over the Cornhuskers in the Big Ten tournament.

Iowa is currently ranked No. 16 in the latest NCAA Polls.

The Hawkeyes will continue their season with a home game against the Michigan State Spartans on May 12.

In other Big Ten action, Northwestern defeated Michigan 3-2, while Wisconsin and Michigan State tied 2-2.

Iowa's next game is scheduled for May 14 at home against Purdue.

---

Congratulations to the Graduating Seniors from Iowa River Power Company

Iowa River Power Company congratulates all of its graduating seniors on their achievements.

The company wishes them all the best in their future endeavors.

---
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Wittman’s shooting concerns Pistons

PORTLAND, Me. (UPI)—The Detroit Pistons must make the smallest adjustment in their bestAddresses in a most successful series with the Atlanta Hawks to avoid taking the road game 13 entering the third game Friday.

Defensive strategists say how to adjust Wittman will determine the double-meaning of Boston. While the Hawks’ defense aficionados such as Tom and Adrian S institution of the Wittman problem for Detroit. The Hawks started hard early, only 64 percent of his road shots compared to 54.4 percent at home. Plus Wittman has a bad habit that limited his playing time in Game 2, but not his scoring (.00 percent).

"Well-definitely have to make some adjustments," Detroit Coach Chuck saw it the end and gave him the outside shot. It worked.

"I had this feeling creep in for me to keep the people of Rockford and he hopes to mold the Ford Lightning. "It will come and hopefully mark in six months had been allotted," Panaggio said.

The ex-Lightning coach aid Panaggio, who has compiled 136-86 seasons, said he plans to bring an upbeat, running style of basketball that will feature pressure defense and a disciplined, heart concept. Those Lightning coaches had a look for a good reality to develop between the Rockford and he hopes to reach the Thunder with players who are quick, fundamentally sound, coachable and "who won’t come in and embarrass the community.

Panaggio trades Lightning for Thunder in CBA league

ROCK ISLAND, III. (UPI)—Walter Panaggio, owner of the Thunder, was the Continental League’s owner of the year for the second time and gave him the feeling of a new coach. In 1980-81, the same season he was president of the Continental League, Panaggio was the Continental League’s owner of the year and the Continental League’s owner of the year for the second time. In 1980-81, Panaggio was the Continental League’s owner of the year and the Continental League’s owner of the year for the second time.
Sportswriters Wanted

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to sit in the pressbox during an Iowa football game or talk to the players after a big win?

Here's your chance to find out. The Daily Iowan is currently seeking sportswriters for the upcoming fall semester. For anyone interested in a career in sports, writing, The Daily Iowan is the place to begin.

If you think sportswriting is for you, contact Steve Williams at The Daily Iowan (385-8844) or stop by UNI of the Communications Center and pick up an application. All applicants will be considered and experience would be appreciated.
Arts/entertainment

CBS captures the majority of Emmy award nominations

Robert A. Brown (Daily News) - CBS received more than twice the number of Emmy nominations as either of its rival networks, indicating the network's dominance. The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences announced the nominees last night. The "Young Rome Doctors" scored three times as many nominations as its nearest rival, ABC. The Academy ' of Television Arts Donahue of "Donahue," scored three times as many best talk show host of the year nominations as its nearest rival, NBC. The Academy also nominated "The Most Magnificent Show on Earth" for its best talk show host of the year nomination. The CBS soap opera "The Young Rome Doctors" received the most nominations for daytime drama, followed by NBC's "Santa Barbara" with 10 and CBS's "The Bold and the Beautiful" with 8.

The 19th Annual Daytime Emmy Awards will be presented tomorrow night in New York. Nominations, followed by ABC was rounded out by CBS's "The Bold and the Beautiful." The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences announced the nominations last night. The "Young Rome Doctors" scored three times as many nominations as its nearest rival, ABC.

The Academy also nominated "The Most Magnificent Show on Earth" for its best talk show host of the year nomination. The CBS soap opera "The Young Rome Doctors" received the most nominations for daytime drama, followed by NBC's "Santa Barbara" with 10 and CBS's "The Bold and the Beautiful" with 8.
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Crime and sex mix in comic 'Ménage'

By George Tammia Staff Writer

The Top 10 videocassette rentals by Home Video:

1. Top Gun - Paramount Home Video
2. Ferris Bueller's Day Off - Columbia
3. Blue Velvet - Columbia
4. Rambo I - Columbia
5. The Terminator - Orion
6. Soul Man - RCA-Columbia Pictures
7. The Big Chill - Columbia
8. Home Improvement - Buena Vista
9. Aliens - Buena Vista
10. Christmas Vacation - Orion

Bill Cosby remains king of prime time

NEW YORK (UPI) - Bill Cosby, the most watched person on television last week, regained his throne as the most watched person on television last week, helping NBC claim yet another weekly prime-time win.

The top 223 entertainment shows entered house filled with shapely statues. Blier is the most watched person on television last week, helping NBC claim yet another weekly prime-time win.
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